International exhibitions as an instrument of
domestic cultural policy: how Baroque art came to
be honoured in socialist Czechoslovakia
Michaela Marek

In 1969, in the small city of Chlumec nad Cidlinou, east of Prague, a museum for the
‘Baroque art of Bohemia’ was opened in the Karlova Koruna State Château, as a de
facto branch of the National Gallery:1 not in the capital but at the time a half day’s
journey away, in a not exactly densely settled or heavily travelled region, though
‘regular excursions to it from Prague are organized for visitors during the summer
season’, as Peter Cannon-Brookes noted in a brief report in 1972.2 Nevertheless, the
initiators of this event were able to celebrate it as a breakthrough, for several
reasons: First, the art of an era, limited to the country of Bohemia as the ‘core region’
of the State’s territory, was being presented on a large scale and systematically in a
permanent exhibition for the first time – contrasting with its presentation in the
form of a few selected examples that illustrated native art embedded in a
historically complete survey of the ‘European evolution of art’ at the National
Gallery in Prague. The remarkable thing is that this outstanding position was
granted to this particular cultural and artistic era. The historical period of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries had left behind a rich, famously omnipresent
and influential cultural legacy on the territory of the State, which in part thanks to
generally minor war damage had survived nearly intact. In the Czech
understanding of history, however, since ‘time immemorial’ – that is, since the
nineteenth century – it had been regarded as the era of foreign rule and violent
suppression of national culture by ‘German’, Catholic lords faithful to the Kaiser,
which the ‘Czech people’ could only shake off through patient and heroic
opposition. In post-war Czechoslovakia, the introduction of socialism in 1948 was
interpreted as the final step in that struggle for liberation: Once the ‘German lords’
Officially, it was a project of the national committee for the region of Hradec Králové,
department of education and art; the National Gallery, which provided the overwhelming
majority of the exhibits, was involved only as a cooperating partner. Oldřich J. Blažíček,
Dagmar Hejdová and Mojmír Horyna, Barock in Böhmen. Eine Auswahl aus Architektur, Plastik,
Malerei und Kunsthandwerk des 17. und 18. Jahrhunderts, exhib. cat. , radec Kr lov : Okresní
n rodní v bor, 1970 (1st edn 1969), 3, 7. Oldřich J. Blažíček, Dagmar ejdov , Josef obzek,
Josef Polišensk and Pavel Preiss, Barok v Čechách. Výběr architektury, plastiky, malby a
uměleckých řemesel 17. a 18. století, Prague: Obelisk, 1973, 4.
2 Peter Cannon-Brookes, ‘Chlumec nad Cidlinou. A New Museum of Czech Baroque Art’,
The Connoisseur, 180, 1972, 101–5, esp. 103.
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had been dispossessed and expelled, and religion – especially Catholicism – had
been discredited, the people with their own values and their own culture could
finally be installed with the rights to which they were entitled.3 The new historical
picture, which by the early 1950s at the latest was being refocused by scholarship as
well, which was intended not least to help legitimize the unconditional rule of the
Communist Party, was therefore all but obliged to demarcate the Baroque era from
its telling of national history and to defame its architectural, artistic and cultural
heritage in the country as evidence of the since victoriously vanquished rule of
violence. As late as 1961, an important work still stated:

The Baroque now became an expression of the victorious imperial power
and of the effort to re-Catholicize the country, the form of expression of a
foreign element that was inclined to be hostile to the Czech people. The
Czech milieu therefore closed itself off from the artistic intentions of the
Baroque; it felt an aversion towards them that was reinforced even more by
the knowledge that they expressed the exclusive rule of a class of foreign
feudal lords, both of the laity and the clergy.4
The quite successful efforts of the period between the wars to reinterpret the
Baroque era as a benefit for the national culture were almost angrily fought down
by the historians of the post-war years, particularly the writings of the historian
Josef Pekař, who appreciated the artistic richness this era had brought to the
country, nor did he shy from emphasising the European dimension of Baroque
culture and even explicitly speaking of ‘Western influences’ that he said had
benefitted Bohemian culture.5 A monumental exhibition of Bohemian Baroque art,
On this, as an example of one of the many publications by the Czechoslovak Ministry of
Culture in the post-war years, see Zdeněk Nejedl , Komunisté dědici velikých tradic českého
národa, Prague: Československ spisovatel, 1951.
4 Emanuel Poche, ‘Architektura barokní’, in Zdeněk Wirth and Augusta Müllerov , eds,
Architektura v českém národním dědictví, Prague: Státní nakladatelství krásné literatury a
umění, 107–35, esp. 108. Art historians faithful to the regime even argued against the
historical preservation of Baroque sites, because they were said to be an ‘expression of feudal
pride and arrogance towards the oppressed people’. Jaroslav Pešina, Jaromír Neumann and
Vladimír Novotný, ‘Zdeněk Nejedl a v tvarn umění’, Umění, 1–2, 1953–54, 10–30, esp. 18.
On this, see Michaela Marek, ‘Baudenkmäler im tschechoslowakischen Grenzland nach dem
Zweiten Weltkrieg. Strategien der (Wieder- Aneignung’, in Steffen öhne and Ludger
Udolph, eds, Deutsche, Tschechen, Böhmen. Kulturelle Integration und Desintegration im 20.
Jahrhundert, Cologne, Weimar, Vienna: Böhlau, 2010, 193–229.
5 Josef Pekař, Dějiny československé, Prague: Akropolis, 1991 orig. pub. Prague: N kladem
historick ho klubu, 1921), 104, 129–30; Josef Pekař, Bílá Hora, její příčiny a následky, Prague:
Vesmír, 1921. Examples of the ‘counter-offensive’ include Jan Pachta, Pekař a pekařovština v
českém dějepisectví, Brno: Rovnost, 1950; Proti kosmopolitismu ve výkladu našich národních dějin.
Refer t J. Macka a diskusní příspěvky F. Grause, J. Kočího, V. Olivov . J. S.
jka a J.
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which essentially crowned Pekař’s lifework in 1938,6 was simply met with silence.
With the new permanent exhibition in the Karlova Koruna château, not only had the
artistic tradition of the Baroque period in Bohemia been assessed in a completely
new way, but the culture of the era had de facto gained acceptance and hence, last
but not least, the established schema for interpreting history had been revised.
The present study examines the question how it came to this turn. It
therefore pursues, on the one hand, the sequence of events in its most important
stages and, on the other hand, sketches the gradual reinterpretation of Baroque art
as ‘popular’ cultural legacy or at least one compatible with the State’s postulated
self-image as a ‘society of the people’. I argue the thesis that the turn in this
approach to Baroque art derived from a synergy of deliberate strategies of cultural
policy and discursive adaptations. The study, moreover, presents a case study for
how largely scholarly conceptions and models of interpretation can be dependent
on extra-scholarly circumstances and interests – which should by no means be
regarded as specific to socialist or communist regimes.

Bohemian Baroque art in the museum
In the permanent exhibition of the National Gallery, which was given a new legal
basis in 1949 that amounted de facto to a new founding,7 visitors could experience
the rift in the officially sanctioned story of the nation’s history that had been created
by the politics of history, but they could also perceive the conflict of interests that
this interpretation of the past signified for the exhibition organizers. The National
Gallery had, on the one hand, growing collections of potential exhibits as a result of
expropriation since the end of the war.8 This was convenient for the idea in popular

Kladivy, přednesen dne 29. V. 1952 na fakultě společensk ch věd Vysok školy politick ch
a hospod řsk ch věd, Prague: Nakladatelství ČSAV, 1953, 32–33; ‘Přehled československ ch
dějin I. do roku 1848 . These’, Československý časopis historický, 2, 1954, Příloha, 5.
6 An extensive catalogue documents this exhibition: Výstava umění v Čechách XVII–XVIII
století 1600–1800. Pražské baroko, Valdštejnsk pal c – Palác Zemsk ho zastupitelstva. Poř d
Uměleck Beseda v Praze za účasti lavního města Prahy. Květen až z ří 1938, exhib. cat. ,
Prague: Uměleck beseda, 1938.
7 See Jaroslav Pešina, Jiří Mašín und Vladimír Novotn , Národní Galerie v Praze. Sbírka starého
umění, Prague: Národní Galerie, 1955, VII.
8 In the first guidebook to the permanent exhibition, the author offers figures: Whereas the
state collection owned 1,747 paintings in 1938, at the time of writing they numbered ‘nearly
13,000’; the number of sculptures had increased from 347 to ‘more than 6,000’, that of
drawings from 4,427 to ‘more than 40,000’ and that of prints from 6.831 to ‘more than
300,000’. Ladislav Kesner, Národní Galerie v Praze. Sbírky ve Šternberském paláci, Prague:
Sportovní a turistické nakladatelství, 1961, 4. See also the somewhat later German translation
of the same guidebook: Ladislav Kesner, Die Nationalgalerie in Prag. Die Sammlungen im Palais
Sternberg, Prague: Sportovní a turistické nakladatelství, 1964. In 1971, Oldřich Blažíček gave
figures for the collection of old masters more than 4,400 paintings and 1,450 sculptures.
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education9 that the whole art history of the Czech people could be followed in one
visit to the museum as a continuous line of development in works of the highest
quality and, in keeping with the still influential universal concept of art, presented
as embedded in the context of analogous developments in other regions of Europe
and in one building: the Palais Sternberg in the radčany Castle District .10 This
idea dated from the interwar period, and already at the time it was justified by the
necessity of being able to see ‘our [national] art holdings together’ and also show
them to ‘foreign countries’.11 This tradition was continued in the socialist era.12 The
primary obstacle seems to have been the lack of available rooms to subdivide the
collection into several separate departments concentrating on specific periods.
Without explicitly mentioning it, however, the comments on this problem point to
an incongruence between, on the one hand, the fundamental interest of teaching
history13 and, on the other hand, the professional interests of the specialists who
wanted the richness and the high quality of the collection departments for which
they were responsible to be placed in the correct light from the perspective of art
history, which led them to regard – and occasionally lament – the coherent
presentation of a selection of the overall collection as a stopgap measure.14
On the other hand, the very different assessments of the sequential historical
eras came to be expressed in the presentation of the art: The conflict between the
claim to a continuity in the national artistic achievement and the necessity to
illustrate the internal structure of the historical narrative in the installation15 resulted
in lavishly designed emphases on the painting of the High and Late Middle Ages
and of the nineteenth century, between which a comparatively modestly sized
Baroque department represented little more than a connecting link (fig. 1). It
presented the painters Karel Škr ta, Michael Willmann, Jan Kupeck Johann
Oldřich J. Blažíček, ‘Osudy a tv ř sbírky star ho umění’, Národní Galerie v Praze. Sbírka starého
umění. Seznam vystavených děl, Prague: Národní Galerie, 1971, 5–13, esp. 8.
9 See Vladimír Novotn , [Introduction], in Pešina, Mašín and Novotný, Národní Galerie v
Praze. VII–XIII, esp. XII.
10 Kesner identifies the most important departments as ‘old European art’, sub-divided into
Italian, Dutch, German and Flemish painting; ‘Czech [or Bohemian] painting and sculpture
of the Middle Ages’; and the collection of French art of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. See Kesner, Národní Galerie v Praze, 4–5.
11 The quotations are from the director of the state collection at the time: Vincenc Kram ř,
‘Budeme zřizovat zvl štní barokní museum?’ Volné směry, 27, 1929–30, 184–93, esp. 193.
12 See Vladimír Novotn , ‘Česk malířství a sochařství v N rodní Galerii’, Československo, 4,
2–3, 1949, 65–93, esp. 65.
13 Novotn , ‘Česk malířství a sochařství’, 65–66, emphasizes the dependence of the
development of art on general historical conditions and their transformation.
14 So Oldřich J. Blažíček, ‘Muzeum pražsk ho baroku a jeho ot zky’, Staletá Praha 1, 1969, 55–
64, esp. 55, und Blažíček, ‘Osudy a tv ř’, 9.
15 Novotn , ‘Česk malířství a sochařství’, 68, describes the history of Czech art as a curve
that split ways precisely in the Baroque era: Whereas the production of art in the country as
a whole increased steeply, national art was barely able to stay alive.
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Figure 1 Display of the Baroque hall in the permanent exhibition of the National Gallery in Prague, Sternberg
Palace, 1966. From Oldřich J. Blažíček, ‘Muzeum pražsk ho baroku a jeho ot zky’, Staletá Praha, 4, 1969, 59.

Kupetzky), Petr Jan Brandl (Peter Johann Brandl), the fresco painter Václav
Vavřinec Reiner Wenzel Lorenz Reiner and a few landscape painters. Sculpture
was represented by the stone sculptors Maty š Bernard Braun Matthias Bernhard
Braun) and Ferdinand Maxmilián Brokoff (Ferdinand Maximilian Brokoff) and the
wood sculptor Ign c František Platzer the Elder (Ignaz Franz Platzer) at the head of
a group of wood carvers.16
A sense of the careful manoeuvring that must have accompanied the making
of this selection can be derived in part against the backdrop of contemporaneous
scholarly publications on single aspects of the topic and in part from the text of the
guidebook to the permanent exhibition from 1961. For example, visitors were not
shown a ‘representative’ cross-section of the art of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries in Bohemia but rather a canon constituted according to national
standpoints. The exclusive use of the Czech spelling of names in both the catalogue
of 1955 and the guidebook already points to this. Whereas the catalogue lists the
exhibited works alphabetically by the artist’s name and offers no interpretive aids
whatsoever, the text of the guidebook outlines a context. According to it, the
formation of the canon was based on criteria that can be reconstructed quite clearly:
Firstly, a ‘popular’ character – in contrast to the subservience to the Church and its
propaganda intentions – that they believed was recognizable from the artists’ style.
For example, the author emphasizes that Škr ta had to be granted prominent
placement – in the ‘European’ horizon line as well – because of his ‘realistic’ view of
the subjects he depicted: he occasionally translated religious motifs into ‘genre
paintings of everyday episodes’17 and thus came close to the everyday
understanding of viewers from the common people rather than overwhelming them
On this, see Pešina, Mašín und Novotn , Národní Galerie v Praze, und Kesner, Národní
Galerie v Praze, 42, 44.
17 Kesner, Národní Galerie v Praze, 42.
16
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with supernatural visions. Secondly, a dialectical structure characterized this canon:
the ‘sensuous and unaffected’18 realism of Škr ta is complemented by the lyrically
inclined but nonetheless equally ‘popular’ style of Michael Willmann. The sculptors
Braun and Brokoff were also presented as a complementary pair in the same spirit.
Only the two of them together could guarantee the ‘European stature’ of Czech
Baroque art. Other standpoints were represented as well: education in Italy Škr ta
versus in Flanders and Holland (Willmann), European-wide success (Kupetzky,
who was merely from Bohemia but never active as a painter there), the broad
spectrum of media. This selective and highly interpretive account of the
development was obviously inspired by the texts that accompanied the Baroque
exhibition of 1938: those authors had already begun to bring together the
characteristics of specific emphasized – national – artists into a coherent interpretive
model, though at the time it was still embedded in a broad survey of the work of
native and ‘foreign’ artists in the country.19 Only in the years that followed was this
principle reduced to a strict system and freed for all components that did not fit
within it.

Figure 2 Permanent exhibition Umění baroku v Čechách in the Karlova Koruna château in Chlumec nad Cidlinou,
1969: View into the vestibule with casts of sculptures by Maty š Bernard Braun Matthias Bernhard Braun . From
Oldřich J. Blažíček, ‘Tři exposice česk ho baroku’, Umění, 18, 1970, 621.

In contrast to this narrow and focused presentation at the National Gallery’s
main site, the new exhibition in the Karlova Koruna château had 380 exhibits in
eight departments that were organized chronologically. The sections had titles that
in sequence sketched an arc of development from the first half of the seventeenth
century to the end of the eighteenth, and they brought together objects of various
genres: from painting and sculpture by way of graphic arts and applied arts to
examples of folk art and everyday objects, supplemented by plaster casts of
sculptures preserved in situ (fig. 2), models of important buildings and photographs
18
19

Novotn , ‘Česk malířství a sochařství’, 76.
See especially V clav Vil m Štech, ‘Malba a sochařství’, in Pražské baroko, 49–56.
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of architecture and frescoes – works both by prominent artists and ‘anonymous’
artisans. The catalogue, which first appeared as a modest booklet with a brief
introduction and a little later as a comparatively elaborate publication with
introductory essays by experts and numerous illustrations, in both cases published
in Czech and in German,20 illustrated that idea that guided the – from the
contemporary perspective – unusual concept in terms of both the division into
periods and the compilation of the objects. Along the long temporal period, the
point was first to show how the Baroque, as the ‘art […] of an alien society’, had
invaded Bohemia and immediately succumbed to the ‘assimilating power of the
Bohemian milieu’, where it then ‘took root’ and was preserved in folk art long after
the style had died out in fine art.21 The stylistic stance of the Baroque and the Rococo
in Bohemia was thus presented as congenial to the country and the Czech people, as
the characteristic form of expression of the mentality that dominated there.22 If
objects of folk art were presented as equals alongside works by great masters, that
emphasized the exhibition’s impulse to teach cultural history and above all levelled
out – in the spirit of the obligatory ideology – the socio-cultural differential between
the creators of those objects but also between the original contexts and forms of
reception and use and not least between the potential viewers of the ensemble on
exhibit. The most important thing for the authors of the presentation was to affirm
the national character of Baroque art.23
Oldřich J. Blažíček, who as a young assistant professor had been forced to
leave the University of Prague for political reasons in 1951, then worked for many
years on the preservation of historical monuments, worked as a curator at the
National Gallery from 1966.24 He can be identified as the driving force behind the
enterprise. For a long time he had been trying to supplement the survey exhibition
at the National Gallery with a specialized Baroque museum in Prague. In public
statements, he regarded the solution of Chlumec as a provisional one25 and pointed
to the existence, albeit brief, of a more substantial autonomous permanent exhibition
of Baroque art during the period of National Socialist occupation.26 In the catalogue
of the museum in the Karlova Koruna château, Blažíček suggests that exhibitions of
In the case of the older catalogue, I consulted the German version; for the more recent one,
the Czech version. Blažíček, ejdov and oryna, Barock in Böhmen. Eine Auswahl. Revised
edition with new authors added: Blažíček, ejdov , obzek, Polišensk and Preiss, Barok v
Čechách. Výběr.
21 Oldřich J. Blažíček, ‘Die Kunst des Barock in Böhmen [Introduction]’, in Blažíček,
ejdov
and Horyna, Barock in Böhmen. Eine Auswahl, 4–8, esp. 6 und 7. Oldřich J. Blažíček, ‘Umění
baroku v Čech ch. Úvodem k expozici v chlumeck m z mku’, in Blažíček, ejdov , obzek,
Polišensk and Preiss, Barok v Čechách. Výběr, 5–8, esp. 7–8.
22 Blažíček, ‘Umění baroku v Čech ch. Úvodem’, 6.
23 Blažíček, ‘Die Kunst des Barock in Böhmen [Introduction]’, 6.
24 Anděla
orov , ed., Nová encyklopedie českého výtvarného umění, 2 vols, Prague: Academia,
1995, vol. 1, 74–75.
25 Blažíček, ‘Muzeum pražsk ho baroku’, 63.
26 Blažíček, ‘Osudy a tv ř’, 8.
20
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the Bohemian Baroque that the National Gallery organized in Milan in 1966 and in
London and Birmingham in 1969 had marked the breakthrough for the idea of a
specialized museum, especially after the exhibition for England could be shown, at
least briefly, in Prague as well when it returned.27 There are good reasons to assume
that the spectacular exhibitions abroad had been initiated in order to exploit the
‘leverage’ of recognition from abroad to improve the value and acceptance of the
Baroque in their own country. They probably represented the most important
components in a dynamic of events and discourse that over the years was quite
openly developed into a deliberate – and ultimately successful – strategy. The
foreign perception of the Bohemian Baroque played a central role in that early on,
and by all appearances it contributed fundamentally to reinforcing the efforts to
integrate it into the cultural history of the nation.
Publications on the subject of Baroque art never dwindled entirely, despite
the verdict of historical writing under the aegis of the Communist Party. The book
production of the post-war period into the 1950s, which for economic and
organizational reasons was in general reduced and highly regulated, nevertheless
had room for a number of monographs and survey works on aspects of native
Baroque art: books for a wide audience that also served as specialist literature,
including translations for foreign markets, which were subsidized as part of foreign
cultural policy.28 The discourse took a particular direction, however, when
exhibitions and publications on Bohemian art began to increase abroad, especially in
West Germany.

The pressure from ‘outside’ as argument
The first opportunity to observe the picture of the Bohemian Baroque that was
painted in West Germany was probably the large exhibition Kunst und Kultur in
Böhmen-Mähren und Schlesien (Art and Culture in Bohemia-Moravia and Silesia),
which was organized at the Germanisches Nationalmuseum (Germanic National
Museum) in Nuremberg in 1955 for the annual Sudetendeutscher Tag (Sudeten
German Day). The broader occasion was the tenth anniversary of the end of the war,
which marked the beginning of the ‘expulsion’ of the German population from the
restored Czechoslovakia. The project had been initiated by the Adalbert Stifter
Verein (Adalbert Stifter Association), the cultural organization of the
Sudetendeutsche Landsmannschaft (Sudeten German Natives’ Association), and
financing was provided by the German Federal Ministry for Displaced Persons,
Blažíček, ‘Umění baroku v Čech ch. Úvodem’, 6.
For example, Antonín Matějček, Dějiny umění v obrysech, Prague: Melantrich, 1951 (1st edn
1942); in German translation: Geschichte der Kunst. Umrisse und Brennpunkte, Prague: Artia,
1961; Oldřich J. Blažíček, Sochařství baroku v Čechách. Plastika 17. a 18. věku, Prague: Státní
nakladatelství kr sn literatury, hudby a umění, 1958; V clav Vil m Štech, Die Barockskulptur
in Böhmen, Prague: Artia 1959; in English translation: Baroque Sculpture, London: Spring
Books, 1959.
27
28
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Refugees and War Victims, which was headed by Theodor Oberländer,29 who was
also associated with the Sudeten German organizations as a result of his prominent
role at the University of Prague during the period of National Socialist occupation.
The exhibition, with a historical horizon ranging from the Late Middle Ages to the
nineteenth century, had only a few exhibits, especially in the Baroque department,
that could actually be attributed to Bohemian regions, since it could only include
material that was available in West Germany.30 Some of the named artists were born
in Bohemia or Moravia without having been active there (e.g., Georg Flegel,
Ferdinand Dietz and, most prominently, Johann Kupetzky), or they carried out
commissions there from Vienna or southern Germany (such as Franz Anton
Maulbertsch and Cosmas Damian Asam), so that it was by no means possible to
produce an even approximately representative picture of Bohemian Baroque art.31
But the texts that opened the catalogue – the foreword of the museum’s director,
Ludwig Grote, and above all the ‘brief history of Sudeten German art and culture’,32
for which Edmund Wilhelm Braun, among others, wrote the section on the Baroque
period, made unmistakably clear the intended perspective on the exhibition: Grote
explains the intention to document the ‘centuries-old cultural work of the Germans
in the lands from which they were expelled in 1945’ and promises that with his
institution he will ensure that these achievements ‘will not be forgotten’.33 In broad
strokes Braun outlined how Prague adopted a Catholic-Baroque ‘imprint’ that he
said had been created by outstanding artists such as ‘Mathias Braun, the brilliant,
undisputed leader of the German Baroque in Bohemia’.34
But a reaction, also to this exhibition and its catalogue, was not triggered in
the Czech history of art – and not in politics, despite its openly revisionist objective
– until another exhibition in 1961, which was thematically more narrow and more
art historical in its conception, but once again consisting entirely of objects from
West German collections and once again on the initiative of the Adalbert Stifter
Verein and on the occasion of the Sudetendeutscher Tag, and presented at the
Wallraf Richartz Museum in Cologne, at the Prinz Carl-Palais in Munich under the
aegis of the Bayerische Akademie der Schönen Künste (Bavarian Academy of Fine
Arts) and finally at the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in Nuremberg.35 In the
introductory essay in the catalogue, by Erich Hubala, whose family had been exiled

Ludwig Grote, ‘Vorwort’, Kunst und Kultur in Böhmen-Mähren und Schlesien, (exhib. cat.),
Nuremberg: Germanisches Nationalmuseum, 1955, 7–8.
30 Grote, ‘Vorwort’.
31 Kunst und Kultur in Böhmen-Mähren und Schlesien, section ‘ eimat und Wirkungsstätte
großer Barockmeister’, 113–20.
32 So Grote, ‘Vorwort’, 8.
33 Grote, ‘Vorwort’, 7–8.
34 Edmund Wilhelm Braun, ‘Die barocke Kunst in Böhmen, Mähren und Schlesien’, Kunst
und Kultur in Böhmen-Mähren und Schlesien, 62–78, esp. 62 and 72.
35 Barockmaler in Böhmen, (exhib. cat.), Munich: Prestel, 1961. Information is found in
Christian Altgraf Salm’s explanation of the exhibition and the catalogue, 17.
29
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from Moravia and who was active as an art historian at the University of Munich at
the time, the aggressive claim on the land of Bohemia as a ‘German cultural
achievement’ has vanished. Instead, the author emphasizes the European dimension
of Baroque culture – for example, he describes Karel Škr ta as a ‘European Baroque
painter’ but also postulates that the Baroque art of Bohemia can only be understood
in its ‘genetic-historical context with southern Germany, Austria and Saxony’.36 It is
worth noting that at the end of his text Hubala takes up the question of the ‘truly
“Bohemian”’ quality of the Baroque painting of that country because it was on the
agenda. But he dismisses its aim and encourages his readers instead to rephrase it
‘in an appropriate form that is particularly relevant today’: ‘what intellectual aspect
so sincerely united two peoples, the Czechs and the Germans, as well as different
social strata and forms that, for all that separated them, they produced a Bohemian
Baroque art of which they can be jointly proud’.37
The reaction followed promptly, but not as a response to their Sudeten
German colleagues and cultural functionaries, but as a commentary with
conclusions appealing to the Czech scholarly world and – presumably above all –
the politicians in the sciences and culture.38 Pavel Preiss, who at the time was active
as a specialist in Baroque painting at the National Gallery in Prague, used the
opportunity to introduce the works shown in Cologne, Munich and Nuremberg in
detailed assessments, but radically criticized the exhibition as a whole: for lack of
appropriate materials, its selections of exhibits had been arbitrary and almost
‘absurd’; for example, ‘isolated imports’ such as works by Johann Michael Rottmayr
had been given inappropriately strong emphasis. For that reason, he argued, the
exhibition could not even begin to present a coherent picture of Bohemian painting.
Clearly, the political intention had been more powerful than insight into the
inadequate possibilities: he believed the organizers had been primarily concerned
with blurring territorial, cultural and political boundaries and with denying the
distinctive character of the Bohemian Baroque. The latter had indeed been
international in terms of the origins of its crucial masters, but whether artists
belonged to the Bohemian Baroque should be decided independently of their origin
and national identity and even of the duration of their time in the country but rather
by their ‘share in the specific artistic activities in Bohemia’, that is to say, by their
contribution to the ‘inner coherence’ of the development of Bohemian art. His
summary was – unsurprisingly and explicitly aimed against ubala’s call for a
‘Central European’ conception of the Baroque – that Czech art historians had to
counter the German view with their own picture of Bohemian Baroque art.39
Erich ubala, ‘Böhmische Barockmalerei [Introduction]’, Barockmaler in Böhmen, 3–8, esp. 3.
ubala, ‘Böhmische Barockmalerei [Introduction]’, 8.
38 In the form of an essay in Czech in ‘Umění’, the journal of the Institute for the
istory and
Theory of Art at the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, which was the only art historical
journal in Czechoslovakia: Pavel Preiss, ‘V stava česk ho barokního umění v z padním
Německu’, Umění, 10, 1962, 401–410.
39 Preiss, ‘V stava česk ho barokního umění’, 402 and 410, all quotations: 402.
36
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In the years that followed, there were several opportunities to join in this
debate. It is presumably indicative of the situation of the Cold War and the
demands that it placed on cultural diplomacy that not all of these opportunities
were taken. For example, Czech art historians did not object to the synthetic
publications on Baroque art from France and the United Kingdom that from the late
1950s onwards increasingly and very successfully came onto the international
market, all of which subsumed the Bohemian Baroque under a ‘Central European’
one.40 For example, Victor-Lucien Tapié’s influential characterization of Baroque art
in Bohemia41 can scarcely have met with undivided approval in the Czech scholarly
community. Although Tapié discussed with remarkable knowledge of the facts and
literature the changes in the Czech attitude towards the Baroque era from hostile
rejection in the nineteenth century to the then current ‘Marxist-Leninist’ model of its
integration into the picture of Czech history, according to which native Baroque
artists in particular had laid the foundation for an ‘art d mocratique’,42 in that they –
Karel Škr ta, for example – had ‘laїcis le sujet religieux : ses personnages étaient
des hommes aux gestes naturels, tels qu’on pouvait les voir dans la r alit ’.43
Nevertheless, Tapié characterized the influential presence of the Baroque in Prague
and in the Bohemian countryside as an expression of Catholicism that took deep
root in the country – with the consequence that the Bohemian Baroque ‘devient un
secteur de l’art autrichien’.44 Pierre Charpentrat’s popular illustrated volumes on
Baroque art,45 Brian Knox’s Architecture in Prague and Bohemia46 and finally Eberhard

That international scholarly publications were known in the Czech academic community,
even though they were not freely available to the interested public as a whole, is noted by
Blažíček, ‘Muzeum pražsk ho baroku’, 64.
41 Victor-Lucien Tapié, Baroque et Classicisme, Paris: Plon, 1957 (later editions in 1959 and
1961); translated into English as The Age of Grandeur. Baroque and Classicism in Europe,
London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1960 (later editions in 1961 and 1966), on the Baroque in
Bohemia, see 273–91.
42 Tapié, Baroque et Classicisme, 275. Tapié was referring here to the work of Jaromír
Neumann, which was conceived as the foundation of a reinterpretation of Czech art history
according to Marxist principles, but soon played only the role of a provisional experiment:
Jaromír Neumann, Malířství XVII. století v Čechách. Barokní realismus, Prague: Orbis, 1951.
43 Tapié, Baroque et Classicisme, 281. Tapi ’s account is largely based on the writings of Josef
Pekař.
44 Tapié, Baroque et Classicisme, 289.
45 Pierre Charpentrat, Baroque. Italie et Europe centrale, Fribourg: Office du livre, 1964; the
book was published in parallel in German: Barock. Italien und Mitteleuropa, Munich:
Bruckmann, 1964; in 1967, it was translated into English as Living Architecture. Baroque, Italy
and Central Europe in London (Oldbourne) and New York (Grosset & Dunlap). At the same
time, the author published L’art baroque, Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1967.
46 Brian Knox, Bohemia and Moravia. An Architectural Companion, London: Faber and Faber,
1962; reissued as The Architecture of Prague and Bohemia, London: Faber and Faber 1962, 1965.
40
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Hempel’s volume in the Pelican Art History series47 also took a focused look at
Bohemia, but they too pointed more to the general, culturally conditioned common
features of the Baroque art of Central Europe than they emphasised distinctive
expressions.
By contrast, publications from West Germany provoked strong protest in
Czechoslovakia. Reviews appeared with considerable delay that was surely not due
entirely to organizational reasons but also indicates the challenge of defining their
own position (necessarily antithetical, if only for fundamental, political
considerations) in the first place and to present an alternative interpretive model.
For Czech scholarly publications continued to be merely partial – and in part also
outdated – studies, not an adequately updated synthetic presentation that, like most
of the survey works from abroad, would have been suited to establishing a solid
idea of the Baroque era in the public awareness. For example, Václav Richter used
the opportunity of his review of einrich Gerhard Franz’s Bauten und Baumeister der
Barockzeit in Böhmen (Buildings and Architects of the Baroque Era in Bohemia)48 to
redefine the concept of the Baroque in Czech art history, since Franz’s book, as the
‘most extensive work on Bohemian Baroque architecture to date’ staked a claim to
being a general interpretation and therefore demanded one.49 Richter’s detailed,
certainly well-informed discussion of the concept of the Baroque in the scholarly
tradition (primarily in German and Czech), along with the findings and conclusions
of Franz, led to an argument for understanding Baroque art not as a sequence or
ensemble of achievements by individual artists conceived as a history of an
evolution – to which national commonalities could be assigned, with Franz giving
the main masters to the Germans50 – but rather to go a crucial step beyond that and
ask about its significance for the present and thus arrive at a reading of the overall
phenomenon ‘Bohemian Baroque’, to focus on its specific features, in which the real
‘truth’ is to be found.51
At the same time, the survey volume Barock in Böhmen was published as a
‘statement’, which once and for all ruled out further hesitation about determinedly
countering the ‘German interpretation’ of the Bohemian Baroque with a broadly
influential alternative presentation. The survey volume had once again been
initiated by the Adalbert Stifter Verein. Its editor was Karl Maria Swoboda, who

Eberhard Hempel, ed., Baroque Art and Architecture in Central Europe. Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland. Painting and Sculpture: Seventeenth and Eighteenth
Centuries. Architecture: Sixteenth to Eighteenth Centuries, The Pelican History of Art, vol. 22,
Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1965.
48 Heinrich Gerhard Franz, Bauten und Baumeister der Barockzeit in Böhmen. Entstehung
und Ausstrahlungen der böhmischen Barockbaukunst, Leipzig: Seemann, 1962.
49 V clav Richter, ‘[Review of]
einrich Gerhard Franz: Bauten und Baumeister der Barockzeit
in Böhmen. Entstehung und Ausstrahlungen der böhmischen Barockbaukunst’, Umění, 12,
1964, 313–22, esp. 313.
50 Richter, ‘[Review of] Franz: Bauten und Baumeister’, 319.
51 Richter, ‘[Review of] Franz: Bauten und Baumeister’, 314.
47
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during the National Socialist period had been professor of art history in Prague and
was in the meanwhile professor emeritus at the University of Vienna.52 In his
foreword, he too emphasized once again the primacy – over those to Italy, for
example – of the significance of the connections to the neighbouring ‘German’
countries for the formation of the Baroque in Bohemia.53 The response from the
Czech scholarly communities came three years later, and it was published in the
form of an extraordinarily extensive review co-written by three specialists.54 Their
judgement, based on detailed, pertinent criticism but also on objection to
assessments that could be presented as ‘opinion’, was almost devastating: Firstly, it
argued the authors of the survey simply lacked knowledge of the materials and of
(Czech) scholarship;55 secondly, that they had allowed themselves to be guided by
political intentions, which is why they traced the Bohemian Baroque in all genres
back to ‘German influences’ and also characterized it as ‘mediocre and unoriginal’.56
For example, Erich Bachmann is said to have presented the so-called Bohemian
‘radical Baroque’ in sacred architecture from the years around 1700 as a
consequence of earlier developments in Germany and specifically in Bavaria,
whereas Czech art historians had come to the conclusion that the ‘specific
characteristic of the remodelling of Italian Guarinism’ ought to be emphasised most
strongly.57 Similarly irreducible oppositions are revealed in the assessment of the
importance of specific native artists to the overall picture58 or of the influence of
artists who had merely been called to Bohemia to carry out isolated commissions.59

Foreign exhibitions as a strategy of detour
As the review was going to press in 1967, their authors could already draw on the
long-sought-after general presentation of the Bohemian Baroque, which offered a
very brief but not the less comprehensive, coherent and thorough interpretive
model and thus enabled the reviewers to present their positions with the certainty of
Karl Maria Swoboda, ed., Barock in Böhmen, Munich: Prestel 1964. The authors were the art
historian Swoboda, formerly of Prague; Swoboda’s student Erich Bachmann (architecture
and sculpture); Erich Hubala (painting) and the Viennese art historians Hermann Fillitz and
Erwin Neumann (applied arts).
53 Karl Maria Swoboda, ‘Vorwort’, Swoboda, Barock in Böhmen, 7–8, esp. 8.
54 Oldřich J. Blažíček, Jarmila Blažkov and Pavel Preiss, ‘Německ obraz česk ho baroku K
publikaci Barock in Böhmen ’, Umění, 15, 1967, 381–409.
55 Blažíček, Blažkov and Preiss, ‘Německ obraz česk ho baroku’, 406, 407.
56 This is the argument throughout the text. Quotation: Blažíček, Blažkov and Preiss,
‘Německ obraz česk ho baroku’, 407.
57 Blažíček, Blažkov and Preiss, ‘Německ obraz česk ho baroku’, 384.
58 See the protest against the assessment of Matthias Bernhard Braun, who was from the
Tyrol, as the only eminent Bohemian sculptor: Blažíček, Blažkov and Preiss, ‘Německ
obraz česk ho baroku’, 393.
59 This ‘argument’ and the previous one are particularly characteristic of the whole section on
painting: Blažíček, Blažkov and Preiss, ‘Německ obraz česk ho baroku’, 395–403.
52
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a problem solved ‘once and for all’. This first general presentation was a spectacular
exhibition of the Bohemian Baroque shown at the Palazzo Reale in Milan in the
spring of 1966, accompanied by a large catalogue with four introductory historical
and art historical essays by authors in Prague. With its nearly six hundred catalogue
items and a bibliography that was at least an attempt to be comprehensive, and two
indexes, the catalogue replaced, as it were, the long-awaited handbook, even though
it was only available in Italian.60 The exhibition was, of course, part of the country’s
cultural diplomacy,61 but the project appears to have resulted from personal contacts
among colleagues.62
Unlike with many other exhibitions abroad organized in this period,63 the
Czech press as well as specialist periodicals reported extensively on this exhibition
and promoted it.64 On the one hand, the project needed the legitimation of the
scholarly community as well as that of the public with an interest in cultural issues;
on the other hand, it offered a first opportunity to present the Baroque era and its –
new – interpretation to the domestic public. Moreover, it enabled the National
Gallery and its staff to assert themselves vis-à-vis the institutions that had
dominated art history until that time: the art historical institute at the university and
above all the research institute at the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences. The
curator responsible for the exhibition, Oldřich J. Blažíček, and the painting specialist
Pavel Preiss identified the most important goals and also the ‘side effects’ of the
exhibition in Milan. By their account, they were interested in presenting to an
‘international public’ Baroque art on Bohemian territory as broadly as possible and

Giuseppe Luigi Mele, ed., L’arte del Barocco in Boemia, introduction by Josef Polišensk ,
Oldřich J. Blažíček, Pavel Preiss, Dagmar ejdov , exhib. cat. , Milan: Bramante, 1966.
61 See Oldřich J. Blažíček and Pavel Preiss [interview of the ed.], ‘Česk barokní umění do
It lie’, Výtvarná práce 14, 12 May 1966, 1, 3, esp. 1: The Ministry of Education and Culture
commissioned the National Gallery; the initiative had, however, come from the Italian side.
The idea was said to have come from the Milan art historian and critic Raffaele de Grada. See
Pavel Preiss, ‘V stava česk ho baroka v Mil ně’, Umění, 15, 1967, 626–29, esp. 626.
62 This is suggested by the fact that it took place in Milan rather than Rome, and also by an
isolated publication on Czech Baroque in an Italian journal during the run-up to the
exhibition: Emanuel Poche, ‘La scultura del barocco ceco’, L’Arte, 57, 1958, 35–37.
63 That same year, two other exhibitions travelled abroad, to Paris and Brussels: Les primitifs
de Bohême. L’art gothique en Tchécoslovaquie, 1350–1420, (exhib. cat), Brussels: Palais de BeauxArts, 1966; Adolf offmeister, Miroslav Lamač and Jaromír Zemina, eds, Paris, Prague, 1906–
1930, (exhib. cat.), Paris: Presses artistiques, 1966; modified reprises of the modern exhibition
were planned for the following year: Le cubisme à Prague et la collection Kramář, (exhib. cat.),
Brussels: Palais des Beaux-Arts, 1967; Gabriel White, ed., Cubist Art from Czechoslovakia. An
Exhibition of Painting and Sculpture by Czech and French Artists, (exhib. cat.), London: Arts
Council, 1967.
64 Blažíček and Preiss, ‘Česk barokní umění do It lie’; Oldřich J. Blažíček, Dagmar
ejdov
and Pavel Preiss, ‘K v stavě umění česk ho baroku v Mil ně’, Památková péče, 26, 1966, 200–
12; Pavel Preiss, ‘V stava česk ho baroka v Mil ně’, Umění, 15, 1967, 626–29. Later they were
joined by Oldřich J. Blažíček, ‘Tři exposice česk ho baroku’, Umění, 18, 1970, 616–27.
60
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Figure 3 Hall in the Palazzo Reale in Milan during the exhibition L’arte del barocco in Boemia, 1966. From Oldřich J.
Blažíček, ‘Muzeum pražsk ho baroku a jeho ot zky’, Staletá Praha, 4, 1969, 61.

at the same time as an arc of development that, firstly, illustrated the uniform
stylistic development in all genres and, secondly, was entirely independent of
‘German’ Baroque and had developed a character of its own. To the regret of the
curators, the latter objective was not completely satisfied, because the host
institution had insisted on original works, preferably by the major masters, and
rejected the presentation of photographic materials of architecture and frescoes and,
with few exceptions, casts of stone sculpture in situ.65 Nevertheless, these concerns
were not misguided: the specific qualities of the Bohemian Baroque were reflected
most purely precisely in the works by prominent artists, especially since the
installation of the materials in the twenty-two halls of the Palazzo Reale was
designed to present the course of the development and offer opportunities for
comparison (fig. 3).66 Moreover, it was possible – and necessary, since the National
Gallery lacked sufficient holdings of its own – to supplement the survey with loans,
gallery paintings and altarpieces, as well as sculptures from numerous churches and
Blažíček and Preiss, ‘Česk barokní umění do It lie’, 3.
Blažíček, ejdov and Preiss, ‘K v stavě umění česk ho baroku v Mil ně’, 200, 202; Preiss,
‘V stava česk ho baroka v Mil ně’, 626–627.
65
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castles, which also represented an opportunity to restore these endangered objects
and at the same time draw attention to the great needs for historical preservation.67
On balance, the reception was positive, although ‘the specific nuances in particular’
of the Bohemian Baroque were not evident to all the specialists, according to Pavel
Preiss.68 Nevertheless, the contentment seems clear: Firstly, with their new idea of
the Bohemian Baroque, the experts reached the main audience – namely, the
domestic one – and, secondly, the ‘rediscovery’ of the Bohemian Baroque led to an
invitation to England,69 which became reality three years later.
The follow-up exhibition, shown at the Victoria & Albert Museum and then
the City Museum & Art Gallery in Birmingham in the summer and fall of 1969,70
differed from the Milan exhibition in several respects. It had just over 170 exhibits,
making it clearly smaller, because the hosts insisted on a stricter selection based on
quality and were themselves involved in situ in the choices.71 The graphic arts had
to be dropped along with several genres of crafts. It was, however, now possible to
show original stone sculptures rather than casts, and the Czech curators were able
to convince their hosts to accept around a hundred photographs of architecture and
frescoes for the exhibition.72 Like the British experts,73 albeit for different reasons, the
Czech curators were divided about the exhibition. Although they had accepted the
reduced size in comparison with the exhibition in Milan, they criticized the
installation, which in their eyes was not appropriate. They objected to two of the
hosts’ decisions in particular: presenting the genres separately and the ‘theatrical’
exhibition architecture, which they believed was adapted to the expectations of the
British audience, to the disadvantage of the exhibits.74 Christopher Firmstone had
designed an architecture for the sculptures that recalled a vaulted basilica, with
pillars and curving walls and niches for sculptures, which was ‘dramatically’ lit,
supposedly to evoke the impression of a Baroque interior (fig. 4, 5). The sculptures
were placed in the central space, while the paintings were hung in the galleries; the
display cases with the applied arts were arranged so that they opened up only
towards these galleries. Blažíček complained that the architecture conveyed a
clichéd impression of the Baroque, visually overpowering the works, and that the

Blažíček, ejdov and Preiss, ‘K v stavě umění česk ho baroku v Mil ně’, 201, 211; Preiss,
‘V stava česk ho baroka v Mil ně’, 627.
68 Preiss, ‘V stava česk ho baroka v Mil ně’, 628.
69 Some of the sources on the two Baroque exhibitions in Great Britain that Verity Clarkson
cites in her essay in this issue are as early as 1966.
70 On this, see the essay by Verity Clarkson in this issue.
71 Blažíček, ‘Tři exposice česk ho baroku’, 616, reports on a visit by John Pope-Hennessy,
Peter Cannon-Brookes and Henry Moore in preparation for the exhibition.
72 Blažíček, ‘Tři exposice česk ho baroku’, 616. See Clarkson, who reports on other media as
well.
73 On this, see Verity Clarkson, who points to reservations about the quality of the objects
shown and the art historical relevance of the project as a whole.
74 Blažíček, ‘Tři exposice česk ho baroku’, 617–18.
67
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Figure 4 Main hall of the exhibition Baroque in Bohemia, 1969, in the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, with the
exhibition design by Christopher Firmstone. From Oldřich J. Blažíček, ‘Tři exposice česk ho baroku’, Umění, 18,
1970, 617.

Figure 5 Exhibition Baroque in Bohemia, 1969, in the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, with the exhibition design
by Christopher Firmstone. Perspective from the main hall into the gallery with paintings. From Oldřich J. Blažíček,
‘Tři exposice česk ho baroku’, Umění, 18, 1970, 618.
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paintings in particular lost much of their effect by being hung too low. The views
through the exhibition that the architecture permitted made it possible to convey at
least somewhat the stylistic analogies between the sculptures and the paintings.
Despite these objections, the ‘British’ exhibition at both locations was
regarded as a great success, with the public as well, at least as they were presented
to the Czechs back home.75 Despite the adverse circumstances, it was said, they had
largely been successful in conveying the ‘correct’ picture of the Bohemian Baroque:
showing the crucial steps of the development with examples from the most
important figures and thus make it evident that the Baroque as ‘an originally foreign
art in Bohemia, made itself at home and acquired its specific features by merging
external stimuli with native traditions’.76

Figure 6 Exhibition Umění českého baroku in the Waldstein Riding School in Prague with the exhibition design by
Vladimír ora. From Oldřich J. Blažíček, ‘Tři exposice česk ho baroku’, Umění, 18, 1970, 619.

The emphatically ‘demonstrated’ recognition by both experts and a lay
audience abroad finally opened up an opportunity to present the new picture of the
Bohemian Baroque at home as well. The exhibition in London and Birmingham was
subsequently, in the spring of 1970, shown in Prague, as the first such show since
the one in 1938 and in the same place: the Riding School of Waldstein Palace. The
spectrum of exhibits had to be limited to what had been shown in England, but the
curators could now implement their own ideas for an appropriate installation – and
hence also convey the desired understanding of Baroque art. Vladimír Hora, who
had previously designed the architecture of the exhibition in Milan, found the ideal
Blažíček, ‘Tři exposice česk ho baroku’, 618, mentions 30,000 visitors in London and 90,000
in Birmingham. Clarkson points to the displeasure of the host institutions with the limited
public response to politically motivated ‘embassy exhibitions’.
76 Blažíček, ‘Tři exposice česk ho baroku’, 616.
75
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conditions for it in the Waldstein Riding School, as the space – unlike the largely
neutralized but nevertheless architecturally articulated halls of the Palazzo Reale –
were free of stylistically ‘constricting’ features. The viewers’ encounter with the
works should not be conditioned by any illusionistic or atmospheric tricks; their
contextual knowledge should be neutralized; the paintings and sculptures should
look like individual, non-functional works of art. That was achieved by means of
simple, full-height partitions with one painting placed on each and curved partition
walls for the sculpture that suggested niches (fig. 6)77 – this was clearly an idea
borrowed from the exhibition in London, despite the harsh critique of it. Since the
curators could now for the first time make their own decisions about the
installation, they used the opportunity to arrange the exhibits in strict chronological
order without regard to genre in order to illustrate the arc of development.78
Oldřich Blažíček emphasized in his report that the exhibition had met with
an extraordinary response from the public and had therefore contributed crucially
to ‘solidifying our current ideas about the Bohemian Baroque’.79 Not least because of
this impressive proof of its acceptance, Blažíček argued, it represented an important
step on the path to the goal of a comprehensive, autonomous, permanent exhibition
of Baroque art in Prague that could replace the all-too-narrow presentation in the
National Gallery; he cautiously suggested that such a permanent exhibition already
existed – namely, in the Karlova Koruna château in Chlumec nad Cidlinou80 – and it
need only be transferred to a suitable site in Prague. The presentation in Chlumec,
which had been prepared and installed in parallel with the exhibitions in England,
was described by Blažíček as the ideal solution in every respect. The castle itself, he
argued, was part of the exhibition, but when it was rebuilt, the Baroque interior had
not been reconstructed, so that the rooms offered a neutral background, and thus
the distracting, historically misleading dissonances between the works of different
stylistic periods exhibited and the style of the interior architecture of the Palazzo
Reale in Milan – or of the Baroque Museum in the Lower Belvedere in Vienna –
could be avoided.81 Without the restrictions of special conditions set by the hosts of
the foreign exhibitions, the didactic concept for the reconceived presentation of the
Baroque could be realized: ‘typical works’ from all genres from architecture by way
of easel and fresco painting as well as sculpture and the graphic arts to all kinds of
crafts were presented in chronological order. The artistic value of individual
original works was not decisive here; rather, the point was to illustrate the harmony
of the stylistic development in all genres. For that reason, original works were
combined with drawings, plans, models, casts, and photographs; in the area of the
applied arts, precious objects from churches or princely collections were presented
Blažíček, ‘Tři exposice česk ho baroku’, 620.
Blažíček, ‘Tři exposice česk ho baroku’, 620–21.
79 Blažíček, ‘Tři exposice česk ho baroku’, 622.
80 Blažíček, ‘Tři exposice česk ho baroku’, 622.
81 Blažíček, ‘Tři exposice česk ho baroku’, 623 and 627, n. 18. On the Baroque museum in
Vienna, see the essay by Andreas Nierhaus in this issue.
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alongside everyday functional objects. Blažíček explained: ‘The result was a mixture
of originals and documentation, of planar and three-dimensional, large and tiny
exhibits, which, while presented in chronologically arranged sections, were
intended to illustrate the unity of the idea, the harmony of the objectives and
means.’ Only in this way, he argued, was it possible to work out the ‘specific
characteristics of the Bohemian Baroque’.82
The extent to which this specific, new picture of the Baroque could be
conveyed in the exhibitions themselves is difficult to assess in retrospect. It is
reasonable to suspect that the curators from the National Gallery had certain doubts
of their own – and not only because of the limited selection of objects for the
exhibitions abroad – since they attributed the greatest importance to the
accompanying publications. Whereas the catalogue for the exhibition in Milan had
been the first survey work on the subject by Czech authors in the post-war era, it
was followed just a year later by a synthetic monograph by Blažíček – not
coincidentally, surely, published in German.83 In advance of the exhibition in
England, a British house published a translation of this monograph;84 it both
conveyed with more text and illustrated with many high-quality images what the
catalogue could only present in abbreviated and selective form.85 This monograph
was published in a Czech version only several years later;86 until that time, the lack
of written information about the Czech interpretation of the Baroque was
compensated by the Czech version of the English catalogue, which accompanied the
exhibition’s reprise in Prague,87 and the first, initially concise catalogue of the
exhibition in Chlumec.88 In 1973 this catalogue was reissued considerably enlarged.89
In the meanwhile, moreover, a second, quite lavish book publication appeared, in
which ‘academic’ art historians – represented by the director of the institute at the
academy, Jaromír Neumann – competed with the National Gallery and challenged
Blažíček, ‘Tři exposice česk ho baroku’, 624.
Oldřich J. Blažíček, Baroque Art in Bohemia, Prague: Artia, 1967, was published by the state
publishing house that produced publications for foreign markets.
84 Oldřich J. Blažíček, Baroque Art in Bohemia, Feltham: Hamlyn, 1968. The book was
published simultaneously in Prague in a French translation titled L’art baroque en Bohême,
Prague: Artia, 1968.
85 Baroque in Bohemia: An Exhibition of Czech Art Organized by the National Gallery, Prague,
(exhib. cat.) London, London: Arts Council, 1969.
86 Oldřich J. Blažíček, Umění baroku v Čechách, Prague: Obelisk, 1971.
87 Oldřich J. Blažíček, Dagmar
ejdov and Pavel Preiss, Umění českého baroku. Soubor
vystavený roku 1969 v Londýně a v Birminghamu, (exhib. cat.), Prague: Národní Galerie, 1970.
Blažíček, ‘Tři exposice česk ho baroku’, Umění, 18, 1970, 616–27, esp. 627, n. 13, complains
about omissions and other production problems, which led to, among other things,
dropping the planned colour plate section.
88 Blažíček,
ejdov and oryna, Barock in Böhmen. Eine Auswahl. This catalogue was
originally circulated as a mimeographed manuscript. Blažíček, ‘Tři exposice česk ho
baroku’, 626.
89 Blažíček,
ejdov , obzek, Polišensk and Preiss, Barok v Čechách. Výběr.
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its authority in the field.90 Neumann had also flanked the exhibition in England with
an essay in the journal Apollo,91 in which, however, he offered – as he did in his large
survey work – the same presentation and interpretation of the Baroque, apart from
nuances in detail, as Blažíček and his colleagues had in the catalogues and Blažíček
in his monograph.
It is not difficult to spot the strategic intention behind this unprecedented
publishing activity, which overshadowed even the art of the Late Middle Ages,
which for ideological reasons had until then been granted the greatest esteem by
Czech art historians. The reports on the exhibitions all emphasise that they were
about the ‘specific character’ of the Bohemian Baroque, which had to be presented to
counter its co-optation by German art historians.92 The fact that the introductory
texts to the catalogues differ only slightly – part from adaptations to the exhibition
venue in question, such as the particular emphasis on influence from Italy in the
case of the Milan exhibition – was surely due in part to considerations of the
efficiency of labour, but it no doubt contributed as well to reinforcement through
repetition and dissemination to the widest audience that could be reached at home
and abroad. All these texts established a coherent model for understanding the
Bohemian Baroque; the publication of Blažíček’s monograph between the two
exhibition catalogues was important in that sense, since the essays in the catalogues
treated single genres – painting, sculpture, crafts but also architecture – separately
in the traditional way, accompanied only, where possible, by historical
introductions offering context.93 By contrast, in his monograph Blažíček could apply

Jaromír Neumann, Český barok, Prague: Odeon, 1969; it appeared a year later in German
translation: Das böhmische Barock, Prague: Odeon, 1970.
91 Jaromír Neumann, ‘Baroque Art in Bohemia. Background to an Exhibition’, Apollo, 89, 2,
1969, 435–47. On this, see the essay by Verity Clarkson in this issue.
92 Blažíček and Preiss, ‘Česk barokní umění do It lie’, 3; Blažíček, ‘Tři exposice česk ho
baroku’, 616.
93 A brief introduction to the political, social, economic, and cultural conditions of Baroque
art by Josef Polišensk was included in the Milan catalogue and the revised catalogue of the
permanent exhibition in Chlumec in 1973. Josef Polišensk , ‘Società e cultura nella Boemia
del Barocco’ in Mele, L’arte del Barocco in Boemia, 1–12; Josef Polišensk , ‘Umění a společnost
pobělohorsk ch Čech’ in Blažíček, ejdov , obzek, Polišensk and Preiss, Barok v Čechách.
Výběr, 9–12. A synthesising introduction by Blažíček, not only to the catalogue but also to the
essays that introduce it, first appeared in the catalogue for London and Birmingham, was
adopted for the Prague catalogue and adapted for both versions of the catalogue for the
museum in Chlumec. It represents, as it were, the quintessence of his monograph from 1967.
Oldřich J. Blažíček, ‘The Baroque Period in Bohemia’ in White, Baroque in Bohemia, n.p.;
Oldřich J. Blažíček, ‘Umění baroku v Čech ch’ in Blažíček, ejdov and Preiss, Umění českého
baroku. Soubor, n.p.; Oldřich J. Blažíček, ‘Die Kunst des Barock in Böhmen’, in Blažíček,
Hejdová and Horyna, Barock in Böhmen. Eine Auswahl, 4–8; Oldřich J. Blažíček, ‘Umění
baroku v Čech ch. Úvodem’ in Blažíček, ejdov , obzek, Polišensk and Preiss, Barok v
Čechách. Výběr, 5–8.
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the framework of the interpretive model: chronological sections in which all the
genres were treated together.

The ‘system’ of the Bohemian Baroque
This interpretive model, which was intended to integrate the Baroque era into
socialist Czechoslovakia’s historical picture – ultimately successfully, as subsequent
developments of scholarly and popular publications demonstrate – and to anchor it
in the Czech national consciousness, can be briefly summed up as follows: The dates
of the Baroque were set unusually broadly: from the first half of the seventeenth
century to the end of the eighteenth century and beyond. Its division into periods
was also unconventional: a long phase of preparation, hampered by the adverse
circumstances of the Thirty Years’ War and the slow recovery thereafter, was
followed by a phase of ‘assimilation’94 and not until the second and third decades of
the eighteenth century by the ‘culmination’;95 what came next was no decline but
rather a gradual mixing of elements of the Rococo and occasionally Classicism as
well, and above all a spreading from the centre in Prague to all corners of the
provinces and all social strata;96 in rural architecture and folk art, it was argued, the
Baroque sometimes survived well into the nineteenth century.97 The model
emphasized as characteristic that the Baroque sense of form permeated the entire
spectrum of artistic and design activity. As a result, the established hierarchy of
artistic genres – including everyday objects – and between those who created and
used them was eliminated: everything designed demanded and received the same
respect. Baroque art was thus stripped of its nimbus as the art of the foreign ruling
elites. The evolutionary dynamic of the style affected all artistic and material genres
equally without phase shifts. With that it had been ‘established’ that artists and
artisans were members of one and the same community, shared the same artistic
sense and developed synchronously.98

This term for the process described was employed by Blažíček, Barockkunst in Böhmen, 7.
For example, Oldřich J. Blažíček, ‘Architektura baroku v Čech ch’, in Blažíček, ejdov ,
obzek, Polišensk and Preiss, Barok v Čechách. Výběr, 13–16, esp. 14.
96 Oldřich J. Blažíček, ‘L’arte del Barocco in Boemia L’architettura e la scultura ’ in Mele,
L’arte del Barocco in Boemia, 13–22, esp. 20; Oldřich J. Blažíček, ‘Sculpture’, in White, Baroque
in Bohemia, n.p.; Oldřich J. Blažíček, ‘Sochařství’ in Blažíček, ejdov , obzek, Polišensk
and Preiss, Barok v Čechách. Výběr, 17–21, esp. 20.
97 Polišensk , ‘Società e cultura’, 11, 12; Blažíček, ‘Architektura baroku v Čech ch’ in
Blažíček, ejdov , obzek, Polišensk and Preiss, Barok v Čechách. Výběr, 16, and the
catalogue section, 147–52.
98 Blažíček, ‘The Baroque Period in Bohemia’, n.p.; Dagmar
ejdov , ‘Uměleck řemesla’ in
Blažíček, ejdov , obzek, Polišensk and Preiss, Barok v Čechách. Výběr, 32–39, esp. 35. In
the Milan catalogue, Polišensk speaks of a powerful ‘integrative force’ of the Baroque style.
In Bohemia, it performed a ‘social function’, unlike the Italian Baroque, which is why it
differs considerably from it in formal terms as well. Polišensk , ‘Società e cultura’, 12. The
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Nevertheless – and by no means in conflict with this model – the phases and
steps of development crystallized around outstanding artistic figures. Great
emphasis was placed on the Bohemian Baroque being, in keeping with the essence
of the country as a ‘cross-roads’ of all European cultures, supranational, ‘ethnically a
mixture’.99 It was, however, not so much the nationality of the artists that mattered:
The crucial thing was always the ‘nationality’ of the art they produced, which was
subject to the assimilative power of the ‘ambience’ or ‘milieu’.100 The main masters
were of different origin: Some, like Karel Škr ta, were born in Bohemia and of Czech
nationality, and returned, after long years of wandering, primarily in Italy; others
immigrated and put down roots in Bohemia, like the sculptor Ferdinand Maximilian
Brokoff from (German-speaking Spiš or Matthias Bernhard Braun from the Tyrol;
still others considered themselves Czechs all their lives but had achieved success
‘abroad’, such as Václav (Wenzel) Hollar and Johann Kupetzky. By following this
strategy, the model could avoid explicitly following the territorial or national
principle, which would have been excluding names that were all-too-closely
associated with specific regions outside of Bohemia. That applies, for example, to
Johann Bernhard Fischer von Erlach and Johann Lucas Hildebrandt as architects of
the Viennese court and the aristocracy as well as to Cosmas Damian Asam, who
would not have raised the ‘profile’ of Bohemian fresco painting but rather fell
outside its scope.101 It is probably no coincidence that, despite occasional references
to the ‘supra-nationality’ of the Bohemian Baroque, these authors nevertheless
silently took advantage of the lack of distinction in Czech between the territorial and
the national category that is articulated by the two terms ‘Bohemian’ (in German
‘böhmisch’ and ‘Czech’ in German ‘tschechisch’ .102
One central aspect of this characterization of the Bohemian Baroque was the
dialectical internal structure, which according to these authors was reflected both in
the relationships of the leading masters to one another and in the development of
the style over time. Thus, in this view, the initially ‘foreign’ imports – from Italy,
then later from France and Flanders as well as the Netherlands, and only
occasionally from southern Germany as well – were increasingly fused with the
native ‘realistic’ traditions over the course of decades into a new, entirely
autonomous style; whereas the foreign art absorbed in the seventeenth century was

author no longer repeats this interpretation in the corresponding entry in the catalogue for
Chlumec (1973).
99 Blažíček, ‘L’arte del Barocco in Boemia’, 13; Blažíček, Barockkunst in Böhmen, 7; the
quotation is from Blažíček, ‘The Baroque Period in Bohemia’, n.p.
100 Blažíček, ‘L’arte del Barocco in Boemia’, 14; Blažíček, Barockkunst in Böhmen, 7.
101 So Pavel Preiss, ‘Malířství’, in Blažíček,
ejdov , obzek, Polišensk and Preiss, Barok v
Čechách. Výběr, 22–31, esp. 28.
102 On the tradition in Czech art historical writing to equate the two categories, see Michaela
Marek, ‘Kunstgeschichte zwischen Wissenschaft und Dienst am Staat. Die Tschechoslowakei
und ihr Kunsterbe’, in Katja Bernhardt and Piotr Piotrowski, eds, Grenzen überwindend.
Festschrift für Adam S. Labuda zum 60. Geburtstag, Berlin: Lukas-Verlag, 2006, 79–97.
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said to still have served ideological and propagandistic aims alien to the art –
namely, pushing through the Counter-Reformation and the rule of the new nobility
– this stylistic synthesis was made possible around 1700 when the impulses coming
from the outside ‘took root’, and in fact did so in the entire population, so that the
Baroque sense of style could become the people’s most natural form of expression.
For architecture, Oldřich Blažíček sketched the chequered sequence of
influences from Italy (via northern Italian architects in the seventeenth century),
then from France (through Jean-Baptiste Mathey), then again from Italy (this time
from the Roman and northern Italian High Baroque, personified by Francesco
Borromini and Guarino Guarini). The transformation and synthesising of these
heterogeneous impulses had been prepared, according to Blažíček, by Christoph
Dientzenhofer and Jan Blažej Johann Blasius Santini-Aichel and then culminated in
the figure of Kilian Ignác (Ignaz) Dientzenhofer: He ‘sums up, as it were, in a
magnificent synthesis all the preceding developments’ into a ‘highly original’ and
‘harmonious equilibrium’ – not only the existing traditions but also French
Classicism, the Italian High Baroque, and the monumentality of Fischer von Erlach
and Hildebrandt.103
In painting, according to Pavel Preiss, the evolution was more complex:
When Karel Škr ta returned to Prague just before 1640 after many years in Italy, he
had already ‘harmonized’ the ‘realistic legacy’ that he had internalized with his
experiences from Italy and the influence of Dutch painting;104 however, his work
was still dominated – ‘volutamente’,105 – by the ‘national tradition’, since he had
‘rejected [the] full flights of Roman igh Baroque drama’ – ‘in favour of a down-toearth characterization’, which ‘became the basic Bohemian mode of expression’.106
For Preiss and Blažíček, Škr ta’s opposite or antipode was Michael Willmann, the
painter from Königsberg who was educated in the Netherlands and Flanders and
brought that influence to Bohemia – even though he stayed in Prague only briefly.
He ‘chose to depict only [the] most dramatic […] moments’, but also ‘contemplative
religious scenes full of delicate emotion and understanding’.107 Thanks to him, there
was also a ‘lyrical’ mood present in the Bohemian painting of the seventeenth
century alongside Škr ta’s ‘robustness’. The synthesis and hence also the
culmination of the evolution, according to these accounts, was Baroque painter Petr
(Peter Johann) Brandl, who had his greatest success in the early eighteenth century.
He is said to have brought the tradition founded by Škr ta, his ‘program of robust
Oldřich J. Blažíček, ‘Architecture’ in White, Baroque in Bohemia, n.p.; see also Blažíček.
‘L’arte del Barocco in Boemia’, 16; Oldřich J. Blažíček, ‘Architektura baroku v Čech ch’ in
Blažíček, ejdov , obzek, Polišensk and Preiss, Barok v Čechách. Výběr, 13–16, esp. 15.
104 Pavel Preiss, ‘La pittura barocca in Boemia’ in Mele, L’arte del Barocco in Boemia, 23–31, esp.
24.
105 Preiss, ‘La pittura barocca in Boemia’, 24.
106 Pavel Preiss, ‘Painting’ in White, Baroque in Bohemia, n.p.
107 Preiss, ‘Painting’; on Willmann’s role in the system, see also Preiss, ‘La pittura barocca in
Boemia’, 25; Blažíček, Barockkunst in Böhmen, 43–45; Preiss, ‘Malířství’, 24.
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realism’, to completion by perfecting the psychological permeation of his figures; at
the same time, however, they claimed that – without any experience in Italy or
anywhere else abroad, simply based on the talent derived from his native origins –
had taken up all the heterogeneous influences present in Bohemia and, like Kilian
Ignaz Dientzenhofer in architecture, fused them into an original synthesis.108 His
counterpart – this time not antithetical but like-minded – was Wenzel Lorenz
Reiner, who, just as ‘virile’ and ‘robusto’ as Brandl, employed these characteristics
of the specifically Bohemian style in fresco painting, so that both artists stand jointly
for the ‘culmination’ of Baroque painting in Bohemia.109
It will not be surprising that the authors presented analogous findings for
sculpture. In the beginning, Jan Jiří Johann Georg Bendl was the pendant to Škr ta
and the founder of the ‘lunga tradizione realistica’ in Bohemian sculpture, which
from the mid-seventeenth century ‘developed a particularly strong personality of its
own’.110 The high point was then marked by Ferdinand Maximilian Brokoff and
Matthias Bernhard Braun; in contrast to the painters Brandl and Reiner, however,
they complemented each other: Whereas Brokoff further developed ‘native realistic
tradition’, Braun ‘can be called the Bohemian Bernini. But in place of Bernini’s often
cold virtuosity and theatrical bias, Braun substituted sincerity of expression,
dramatic truthfulness and a deep human sympathy’.111 Both artists adapted in
different ways the diverse traditional and contemporaneous impulses, and their
significance for Bohemian art can only be understood if they are seen together.
The agitation and overwhelming dynamism of Braun is matched by Brokof’s
monumental vigour, while the painterly modelling and expressive
exaggeration of the former are both contrasted and complemented by the
pure plasticity and realism of the latter.112

Conclusion
The path pursued to the goal of integrating the Baroque period and its art into
socialist Czechoslovakia’s picture of history may have become clear: The goal was to
construct a thoroughly coherent system, all of whose components and all of whose
stages were tied to the country and the people – and consequently the Czech nation
– in a development that was conceived as a logical sequence.113 To that end, art was
detached from its historical, cultural and even specifically functional contexts and
instead reduced to a pure sense of form and style. The only extra-artistic point of
Preiss, ‘Malířství’, 27; Preiss, ‘La pittura barocca in Boemia’, 28; Preiss, ‘Painting’.
Preiss, ‘La pittura barocca in Boemia’, 29; the subsequent publications have analogous
remarks.
110 Blažíček, ‘L’arte del Barocco in Boemia’, 17; Blažíček, ‘Sculpture’.
111 Blažíček, ‘Sculpture’.
112 Blažíček, ‘Sculpture’.
113 Blažíček, ‘L’arte del Barocco in Boemia’, 13, explicitly employs the term ‘coherent’.
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reference left was empathy, the sensitive eye for ‘human beings’. One prerequisite
for this – and at the same time an indispensable effect – was the complete
dismantling of the hierarchies both of art and of its producers and audience. In this
form – reinterpreted as the genuine form of expression of the Czech ‘national
character’ – Baroque art became acceptable: as a manifestation of ‘sincerity and
inner truth which is born of tradition, as well as a matter-of-fact sobriety and earthly
realism’.114
This interpretation of the Baroque had been prepared in small, cautious steps
in scholarly and professional publications since the 1950s.115 In order to present it to
a wider audience, however, it called for cleverer strategies than those of the difficult
scholarly discourse. These strategies in turn – exhibitions abroad followed by large
surveys that remained definitive for a long time and served both as reference works
for scholars and for popularization for the public – had only become possible when
the pressure from ‘outside’, especially from the organizations of expelled Sudeten
Germans – that is, from their keenest opponent in the constellation of the Cold War
– had grown powerful and was played out accordingly. It certainly helped that it
coincided with the loosening of the regime in the incipient Prague Spring; its
success was demonstrated by the fact that the first Baroque museum in Chlumec
could be established in 1969 despite the violent end of the Prague Spring and the
subsequent rapid hardening of the regime. Art historians had therefore quite clearly
used the initiatives of foreign cultural policy – which in the case of Great Britain
focused on reinforcing the cultural self-confidence in the countries of the Eastern
bloc and thus weakening the front line in the Cold War116 – for their own hands: not
only for the reputation of native Baroque art but also for the interests of their own
field and, last but not least, to secure their own careers.
Trans. Steven Lindberg
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Blažíček, ‘The Baroque Period in Bohemia’.
This reorientation, which was at first explored only in the theoretical discourse, had been
introduced even before the end of the Stalin era, in connection with reflecting on the
possibilities of a Marxist methodology. The initial spark can be seen as Jaromír Neumann’s
afterword to the Czech translation of Frederick Antal’s book from 1947 on the social
conditions of Florentine painting in the Quattrocento: Jaromír Neumann, ‘K Antalově knize
a ot zk m v kladu renesančního umění’, in Frederick Antal, Florentské malířství a jeho
společenské pozadí. Měšťanská republika než převzal moc Cosimo de’Medici. 14. století a počátek
století 15., Prague: SNKLHU 1954, 283–299.
116 See the essay by Verity Clarkson in this issue.
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